Abstract. In this paper we present an approximation method based on abstract interpretation to transform meta-information in parallel with the transformation of concrete data. The meta-information is assumed to describe further properties of the specific data. The construction of a correct transformation function for the meta-information can be quite complicated in case of complex data transformations or data structures. A special approximation method is presented that works with data abstraction. Performing worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis for optimized code is described as a concrete example for the application of this approach. A transformation framework is constructed to correctly update the flow information in case of code transformations.
Introduction
The parallel transformation of data and attached meta-information requires to construct a transformation function for the meta-information that maintains the semantics of the meta-information. The construction of such a function can be quite difficult. For example, if the data domain to be transformed represents programs or functions, there can be a sensible dependency between data and meta-information.
Abstract interpretation [1, 2] is a useful technique to reduce the complexity in constructing safe approximations of given interpretations. The classic application of abstract interpretation is the formalization of an approximation correspondence between the concrete semantics and an abstract semantics for a program written in a given programming language. However, it has been already shown that abstract interpretation can be also applied to more general application areas. For example, abstract interpretation has been modelled for program transformers [3] . 
Correct Transformation of Data and Meta-Information
The transformation method described in this section applies to meta-information d 2 ∈ D 2 that describes additional properties of data d 1 ∈ D 1 . In case that the data is transformed by the transition function F 1 : D 1 → D 1 , a transition function F 2 : D 2 → D 2 has to be constructed that transforms the meta-information so that after the transformation it still describes valid data properties.
We assume that the transition function F 2 for the meta-information D 2 can be directly obtained from the operations performed by the data transformation function F 1 , denoted as F 2 = impl(F 1 /D 2 ). The direct construction of a correct meta-information transformation function F 2 can become infeasible complicated in case that the operations performed by F 1 are quite complex or the binding between the data and the meta-information is very sensible. A sensible binding between data and meta-information can arise in the case that the data domain is quite complex, for example a data item itself represents functions like D 1 : A → B (with a corresponding semantic transition function
To reduce the complexity of constructing a correct transformation function for the meta-information, we abstract from the concrete data to a representation that is more close to that of the meta-information. Inducing an adequate transition function for the abstracted data it becomes possible to calculate a transformation function for the meta-information.
First of all we have to define the concrete domains D 1 , 1 and D 2 , 2 for the data and its meta-information. At next, based on these concrete domains we construct suitable abstract domains D 1 , e 1 and D 2 , e 2 . To avoid unnecessary accuracy reduction due to the approximation, it is intended to construct the structure of D 2 , e 2 as close as possible to that of D 2 , 2 . Based on the concrete and abstract domains we construct two Galois connections
to be a Galois isomorphism).
Based on these two Galois connections, the so-called independent attribute method as described in [10] can be applied to construct a Galois conncetion for the combined domains D :
The pair of maps for the resulting Galois connection D, , α, γ, D, e is defined as α = α 1 ×α 2 and γ = γ 1 ×γ 2 . The relation between the resulting concrete interpretation D, , F and the abstract interpretation D, e , F with F = F 1 ×F 2 and F = F 1 × F 2 is shown in figure 1 . A Galois connection that has been designed using the independent attribute method allows to perform separate abstraction
Transformation of Data and Meta-Information and concretizations of its components. Therefore, the construction of a sound abstract transition function F can be done by fulfilling equ. 1.
In figure 1 , the semantics of the concrete domain D 1 ×D 2 , and the ab-
represents the extended semantics (def. 1) for the concrete data . Analogous,
] is the corresponding abstract extended semantics. The extended semantics can be seen as a metric to verify whether the meta-information attached to a data value is correct. [10] .
Definition 1. (Extended Semantics
Analogous to the concrete transition function F 2 , the abstract transition F 2 for the meta-information can be directly calculated from the operations performed by the abstract data transformation function F 1 , denoted as
Based on this implication of F 2 we use a novel interpretation method -called abstract co-interpretation (as described in def. 2) -to calculate a correct approximation for F 2 . The novel aspect of abstract co-interpretation is that one component (D 1 ) of the composed domain is interpreted both for the concrete and the abstract domain to reduce the complexity of calculating a safe approximation of the function F 2 . This approximation based on abstract co-interpretation is safe if it fulfills equ. 2. The resulting approximating interpretation is written as
To summarize, abstract co-interpretation can be used for data with attached meta-information describing additional data properties to simplify the calculation of a correct meta-information transformation function for a given data transformation function. Using an abstraction of the concrete data close to the representation level of the meta-information, the implication of the transfer function for the meta-information is simplified, since only the essential properties of the data transformation function are considered.
Example: WCET Analysis Support in Optimizing Compilers
This section describes an example for the application of abstract co-interpretation, the integration of support for worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis into an optimizing compiler.
Introduction to WCET Analysis
The knowledge of the WCET is mandatory to guarantee the timeliness of hard real-time systems. An overview about research in WCET analysis can be found in [11] . This section only presents some aspects of WCET analysis that will help to demonstrate the approach of abstract co-interpretation.
To calculate the WCET of a program, additional information about the possible control flow of the code is necessary. This flow information is often called flow facts. Due to undecidability it is not possible to automatically extract all flow facts that are necessary to calculate the WCET from the program. Additional information given by the user is required. It is preferable to provide such annotations at the source code level [8] . For most accurate results it is required to perform WCET at the object code level. It is necessary to transform the flow facts in parallel to any code transformations performed by a compiler [7] . A framework to fully support code transformations for WCET analysis is described in [6] . The context of the flow facts within a generic WCET analysis framework is shown in figure 2 . The flow facts have to be transformed in parallel to any code transformations performed by the compiler. Afterwards, methods like integer linear programming can be used to calculate the WCET [12] . The program P to be transformed by the compiler corresponds to the concrete data d ∈ D of the previous section. The flow facts ff are the meta-information attached to the data. The flow facts ff describe a closure for the possible control flow paths (CFP ) of a program P. The possible CFP of a program P is denoted as CFP opt (P), the closure described by the flow facts ff is denoted as CFP ff (P).
Correct Transformation of Flow Facts
P ∈ P represents the program to be transformed by the transformation function F t1 : P → P. To enable the calculation of a WCET bound for P, additional flow facts ff ∈ F are assigned to P. The flow facts of F form a domain F, 2 where To describe the correct F transformation, P and F will be grouped together to form the domain D,
The correctness of the transformation is proven by showing observational equivalence [3] : an abstraction function α o is used to extract the relevant properties for correctness. An example prepared for our needs is given in figure 3 for the transformation of flow facts in parallel to the code transformation. As already mentioned, the calculation of flow facts cannot be complete. Therefore, certain flow facts ff a are given manually by the user (denoted by the operation a). Further flow information ff impl is extracted by semantic code analysis denoted by the operation F s . The resulting flow information is denoted ff = ff a ∪ ff impl . Finally, the operation
represents the code optimization performed by the compiler and the flow facts transformation performed in parallel. The correctness condition shown in figure 3 requires that the observational abstraction α o has an unchanged semantics S[[ P, ff ]] for both code annotation and transformation (def. 3). P i is the program which has been annotated with flow facts. P i is transformed by the compiler into P t . ff has to be transformed into ff t in parallel with the transformation of P i . Conventional WCET analysis tools will use P t and ff t as input to calculate the WCET.
Definition 3. (Extended Program Semantics S[[ P, ff ]]) represents the semantics of program P under consideration of the flow facts ff . The CFP described by ff for a program P is denoted as CFP ff (P). S[[ P, ff ]] is the standard program semantics S[[P]]
with the additional constraint that the possible CFP opt (P) of P is a subset of CFP ff (P). If the CFP opt (P) of P is not a subset of CFP ff (P) then P is an invalid program in respect of the given flow facts ff . 
To conclude, the correctness of the example given in figure 3 requires that the observational correctness (def. 4) holds for the transformations a, F s , and F t . The transformation F t2 : F → F has to be defined correctly so that the observational correctness of F t = F t1 × F t2 is guaranteed.
Construction of a Flow Facts Transformation Framework
Based on the code annotation and transformation shown in figure 3 we perform an abstract interpretation with control-flow path abstraction to correctly transform the flow facts in parallel to the code transformation F t1 . The extraction of flow facts ff impl from the source code is not topic of our work. There exists work like [5] tackling this problem.
The concept of our method based on the theory of abstract interpretation to construct a correct ff transformation function 
Construction of Concrete and Abstract Domains
The abstract interpretation operating on the program structure requires to abstract from the concrete program transformation. The abstraction can be done independently for the P and F attributes. We therefore use the independent attribute method to construct a Galois connection out of two separate Galois connections.
The construction of the Galois connection for the flow facts is trivial. Since the flow facts are already at a representation level that describes the control flow of a program, their abstraction can be constructed by a Galois isomorphism:
The advantage of a Galois isomorphism compared to a Galois connection is that data is converted between abstract and concrete domain without loss of information.
The construction of the Galois connection to abstract the program representation P requires more considerations. The five steps described in [10] to construct a Galois connection are:
Construction of a concrete domain P ,
¯1 : It is intended to use a program abstraction based on the structure of a program P ∈ P. The program structure will contain information like control-flow and loop scopes. Constructing an appropriate partial order for a simple concrete domain like P, 1 is not possible because the concretization from a code structure cannot be mapped to a single program P ∈ F due to information loss by the abstraction. The solution is to lift the programs P ∈ P to sets of programsP ∈P withP : ℘(P) and the additional restriction that all programs P ∈P have the same code structure, denoted by ∀P 1 ∈P 1 , ∀P 2 ∈P 2 : (P 1 =P 2 ) → (struct(P 1 ) = struct(P 2 )). The partial order P , ¯1 can be now defined as:
Construction of the corresponding abstract domain P, e 1 : The abstract program domain P, e 1 is designed to represent the unique code structure of a program setP ∈P which is calculated by the function struct : P → P. The domain P, e 1 is a "flat poset": ∀ P 1 , P 2 ∈ P : P 1 e 1 P 2 ⇔ P 1 = P 2 . 3. Correctness relation R s : The correctness relation R s :P× P → {true, f alse} is defined asPR s P ⇔ (∀P∈P : struct(P) e 1 P). Since each P ∈P has the same program structure struct(P), the resulting representation function β s :P → P is calculated as follows: ∀P∈P : (P∈P) ⇒ (β s (P) = struct(P)).
Check for the existence of a best approximation:
Because the domain P, e 1 is designed as a "flat poset" (there exists a unique abstract property that represents a concrete property), it directly follows that ∀P∈P, ∀ P∈ P, ∃ P 1 ∈ P : PR s P 1 ∧ (PR s P ⇒ P 1 e P).
Calculation of the abstraction function α s and the concretization function
γ s : The abstraction function α s :P → P is calculated as follows: ∀P∈P : α s (P) = β s (P). The concretization function γ s : P →P calculates the set of all programs that match the given program structure:
It is important to note that γ s ( P) cannot be calculated in practice, since it results in a set of infinite programs. However, the calculation of γ s ( P) is not required as we use abstract co-interpretation (def. 2) to inducē F t2 .
It is interesting to note that the above defined Galois connection P , ¯1 3) for all programs P ∈P. Since we use a special interpretation -which we call abstract co-interpretation -we do not need to calculate the concretization function γ s : P →P. As a consequence, the program setP of P , ff constains only a single program which has to be valid in terms of the extended program semantics.
The abstract semantics C[[ P, ff ]] describes CFP ff (P), a closure for the possible control flow paths CFP opt (P) during the execution of a program P ∈P. The code structure information of P, ff may contain for example the control-flow graph (CFG) and information about loop scopes.
Construction of a Safe Approximation to Calculate F t
Based on the concrete domain P , ¯1 and the program transformation function F t1 : P → P we can construct an interpretation P , ¯1 ,F t1 using the following transition function:
The constraint def ined(F t1 (P)) is given since F t1 is not a total function over all programs P of the setP of programs with the same code structure. If F t1 (P) is defined, then F t1 is also defined for the result of F t1 (P). Therefore, the use of def ined() is only necessary for formal completeness regarding the Galois insertion since by applying abstract co-interpretation we never use the concretization function γ s for the calculation of F t .
The concrete interpretation P ×F, ¯ ,F t of the concrete transformation of programs with attached flow facts has the following transition functionF t :
To calculate F t2 we construct P× F, e , F t with the transition function F t : P× F → P× F:
as a safe γ s ×γ ≡ − approximation of P ×F, ¯ ,F t . The construction of a sound operation F t is done by fulfilling equ. 3. F t1 is the abstraction ofF t1 by transforming a program's code structure.
The flow facts transformation function F t2 can be directly calculated from F t1 . F t1 describes the structural program transformation including semantic information about the transformation describing the update of the program's control flow. An example for such a control-flow update information is the information known by the compiler for the update of the iteration bound of the modified loop when performing the code transformation loop unrolling [9] . The information about the structural program transformation of F t1 is sufficient to describe the transformation of the flow facts done by F t2 .
Since
This approximation is safe, because equ. 4 follows from the definition of the abstract co-interpretation. Further, as F, 2 , α ≡ , γ ≡ , F, e 2 is a Galois isomorphism it follows that even equ. 5 holds and therefore that this approximation is also precise:
This section has shown an application for abstract co-interpretation to transform meta-information by F t2 : F → F in parallel to the transformation of a program P ∈ P. The transformations that have to be performed by F t2 are discussed in more detail in [8, 6] .
In general, program transformation performed by a compiler is a complex domain. Especially, supporting WCET analysis for code optimizations by compilers as listed in [9] is a complicated task. By abstracting code transformations to their impact on the code structure, it is possible to construct a correct transformation mechanism for the flow facts.
A Concrete Flow Facts Transformation Framework
The generic steps to construct a flow facts transformation framework by using abstract co-interpretation are described in section 4.3.
This section briefly describes a concrete flow facts transformation framework. A more detailed description of this framework is given in [6] . First, the flow facts that are utilized by the concrete WCET calculation method are described. Afterwards, the basic components for a ff transformation function F t2 are introduced and a code transformation example shows their usage.
Description of Flow Facts
Flow facts describe the possible control-flow path of a program. The diversity of applicable types of flow facts depends on the concrete WCET calculation method. We use the implicit path enumeration technique (IPET) which is described by Puschner and Schedl in [12] . To calculate the WCET by IPET the structure of a program's CFG is translated into a set of graph flow constraints. The WCET is the maximized sum of the execution time of each node multiplied by its iteration frequency. To calculate the WCET it is necessary to search for a maximized solution over the iteration frequency variables that still fulfills the graph flow constraints. The WCET bound is calculated by a standard constraint solver.
To calculate the WCET, beside the structural graph flow constraints, additional information about the iteration bound of each loop is necessary. We represent the iteration bound of a loop by the tuple L x l 0 , u 0 where L x is a unique loop identifier and l 0 , u 0 are the lower respective upper iteration bounds of the loop. These loop bounds can be translated into further graph flow constraints of the IPET.
The consideration of (in)feasible paths improves the accuracy of the calculated WCET bound. IPET also allows to specify arbitrary constraints to describe ( 
Specification of Induced Flow Facts Transformation
The flow facts described above can be derived by semantic code analysis or given explicitely by code annotations. The flow facts have to be updated in parallel to every code transformation performed by the compiler that changes the control flow of the code.
To perform the update of the flow facts we developed three basic ff transitions which are described in detail in [6] . Complex code transformations are modelled by grouping these transitions. All transitions within a group are applied in parallel. The following lists these three basic ff transitions: 
. . . 
Update of restrictions (
The induced update of restriction terms is given by a transition sequence of the following form:
The semantics of this transition is to replace the term n · mN i N j [t] in the left and right side of all restrictions by the list of terms { n 1 
Update of Loop Flow Facts (
The induced update of loop flow facts is given by a transition sequence of the following form:
The semantics of this transition is to remove the old loop information L x l 0 , u 0 and instead create the new loop information
Besides these three transitions only additional operations for creating new restrictions and for grouping the transitions are required to complete the ff transformation framework.
Modeling a Congrete Code Optimization
This subsection gives an example for inducing F t2 in the case that F t1 performs the code transformation branch optimization.
The CFG transformation for branch optimization is shown in figure 5 . The abstract program transformation function F t1 describes the structural CFG transformation together with the flow distribution caused by the specific code optimization.
Using F t1 , the following set of transitions is induced for the flow facts transformation function F t1 : For inducing F t2 only the structural CFG transformations and the flow distributions caused by branch optimization are exploited. Other code transformation details are not relevant, therefore it is possible to use a single ff transformation function for all possible combinations of conditional/unconditional branches. Such a simplification by using abstract co-interpretation to construct correct flow facts transformations is helpful for all code transformations.
Summary and Conclusion
Abstract interpretation is a universal formalism applicable to various interpretation scenarios. It allows to construct safe approximations by just examining local interpretation steps.
In this paper we presented a special application for abstract interpretation. We restricted the domain of the interpretation to consist of data and attached additional meta-information. The challenge was to construct a correct update of the meta-information for a given data transformation function. We introducted the notion of extended semantics to refer to valid data with respect of its attached meta-information. A further specialization we made was the assumption that the transformation function for the meta-information can be calculated from the data transformation function. The developed interpretation method has been named abstract co-interpretation, because it performs for the data transformation both, concrete and abstract interpretation. This is done to simplify the calculation of a suitable transformation for the meta-information.
Abstract co-interpretation is suitable to various applications where meta-information has to be transformed in parallel to data. However, often problems are relatively simple, so that this approach may not be necessary. But in the given example of flow facts transformation for WCET analysis abstract co-interpretation significantly reduces the overall complexity by dividing the construction of flow facts update function into two phases with reduced complexity.
This approximation method has been developed to add support for WCET analysis into an optimizing compiler. The construction of an adequate update of flow information has been simplified significantly by abstraction of the performed program transformations. This paper presents the formal foundation for the flow facts transformation framework described in [6] .
